Results of surgical treatment in temporal lobe epilepsy with chronic psychosis.
The combination of psychosis and refractory temporal lobe epilepsy is not rare. However, patients with chronic interictal psychosis and refractory epilepsy are rejected from many epilepsy surgery programmes purely on psychiatric grounds. It is often assumed that disturbed behaviour will prevent adequate preoperative evaluation or that the patients are unable to provide informed consent for preoperative investigations and for surgery. The observation that the psychosis usually does not improve after operation and fears of an exacerbation of psychosis with post-surgical seizure remission, analogous to 'forced normalization', are further deterrents to surgery in these patients. We describe five patients with the dual diagnoses of medically intractable temporal lobe epilepsy and chronic psychosis who underwent temporal lobe resection. The patients were able to provide informed consent and were easily managed during preoperative investigation. Seizure outcome has been excellent in all. Neither temporal lobe resection nor remission of seizures influenced the nature or evolution of the psychosis. Subjectively the patients functioned better in activities of daily living and freedom from seizures improved integration into psychiatric treatment facilities. With appropriate psychiatric intervention, patients with chronic psychosis and refractory epilepsy can participate in presurgical investigation successfully, and can undergo surgery uneventfully.